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Dynamics with the Simulated Bioloid Humanoid
Robot
In this laboratory class, you will be given access to a Simulated Robotis Bioloid Premium
humanoid robot via MATLAB with which you will implement and examine the theoretical
knowledge you have gained so far in Robotics MEC4456 / TRC4800. During this class you
will be required to perform a number of tasks with your robot and have them checked by a
tutor. All required tasks to be completed are displayed in bold typeset. After this lab you
will also be required to submit a report on your findings, details of which are found at the
end of this document. Please note that all MATLAB files you are required to edit are found in
the ‘functions’ folder.

Note: All task space points in this laboratory are relative to world frame {W}, which is
coincident with the Bioloid body frame {B}. Only Limb 2 (right arm) will be utilised in this
Laboratory.

Your Laboratory 2’s cubic_spline.m is required for this laboratory, to be placed in the
“functions” folder.

Part 1: Velocity Analysis
In class, two methods of velocity analysis of a robotic mechanism were studied: Jacobian
analysis of the direct kinematic equations, and velocity propagation. The former method
requires taking the time derivative of the equations describing the end-effector’s position,
yielding the analytical expression of the Jacobian. While this is useful for investigating
end-effector performance such as workspace and singularity analysis, deriving analytical
expressions of transcendental equations is not computationally efficient, and is unnecessary
if only a velocity profile is required. Therefore, you will be performing velocity analysis via
the propagation method. The skeleton code for this is provided in the “functions” folder
called VelProp.m.

In Laboratory 2, we generated trajectories using cubic splines, using both joint space and
task space points. Because position is expressed as a time-dependent cubic function,
generating the velocity and acceleration profiles of the trajectory are trivial tasks, as they are
simply the derivatives of a cubic polynomial (quadratic and linear functions, respectively).
These plots are given, if this part of code was activated in cubic_spline.m.

In Part 1 of this laboratory, you will make the link between the modelled end-effector velocity
calculated by the propagation method, and the velocity profile of the end effector given by a
cubic spline trajectory.  This will be performed on the Bioloid robot’s right arm (limb 2).



Task 1.1) Write a MATLAB function which calculates the end-effector velocity of a
general serial robot using the propagation method. Use the skeleton code VelProp.m

to achieve this. Tip: Ensure the v0i and w0i matrices represent velocities with respect to
the arm base frame {2,0}, not the body {B} or world frame {W}!

This task requires you to complete the skeleton code in the indicated section (lines 45 to 78).
Do not modify any other part of the code unless it is absolutely necessary. Your code should
work for any number of actuators, account for both revolute and prismatic actuators, and
obey the output variable structure described in the comments. This code with work for both
floating-point values and symbolic variables.

Test your code against examples given in the lectures, tutorials and textbook. Your code
should work with symbolic inputs without modification!

Task 1.2) Generate a task space trajectory which visits the task space points in Table
1 at the set times. Ensure the end-effector velocity profiles are plotted for the x, y and
z axes. Assume a time step of 0.01 s, and the initial joint pose to be (-60, -40, -40)
degrees for Point 1. Tip: Take note of which frame the velocity profile is measured in.

Table 1: Data for Cubic Spline Trajectory for Limb 2

Point Time (s) Task Space Point (mm)

1 0 (96, 76, -187)

2 0.5 (144, 68, 53)

3 1 (183, -10, -6)

4 2 (185, 10, 86)

5 3 (78, -22, 142)

Task 1.3) Based on this trajectory, plot the velocity of the end-effector, calculated
using the velocity propagation method. Compare this plot to the plots given by cubic
spline function by referencing several points along the trajectory. Tip: Assume all joint
velocities at end time is zero.

Take note of the (essential) inputs required for VelProp.m. The incremental transformation
matrices for the entire arm as a cell array, and the joint velocity at the given configuration are
required inputs.

Incremental transformation matrix T_i_j
To calculate the incremental transformation matrix for any given arm configuration (for
example, frame 1 of limb 2 at arm configuration (90, 0, 45) degrees, use the following code:
h = L.Bioloid.fT_i_j(2,1)

T_0_1 = h(deg2rad([90 0 45]))



Your task is to calculate these matrices to the end-effector, then pass all them to the first
input of VelProp.m as a cell array.

Joint velocity dQ
You are already given all the information to calculate joint velocity at each step of the
trajectory, which includes joint space position, and time, both variables given by
cubic_spline.m. Because taking the time differentiation of discrete joint space variables
results in one less row of values, assume all final joint velocities are 0.

Part 2: Dynamics
Dynamics analysis of a robot is critical part of robot design and control. It allows us to model
actuator force or torque (known as effort), and study how the effects of the robot’s
self-weight, external loads and gravity affect the loads seen by the actuators. This
information can be used to select the correct servos during the robot design phase, and can
decide if a robot topology is feasible based on design constraints.

Two methods of dynamics analysis were studied in class: Lagrange formulation and
Newton-Euler iterations. Being in a programming environment, an iterative process is the
natural way to perform this analysis. The skeleton code for this is provided in the “functions”
folder called DynamicsNE.m.

Task 2.1) Write a MATLAB function which calculates the actuator effort and dynamics
of a general serial robot using Newton-Euler iteration. Use the skeleton code
DynamicsNE.m to achieve this.

This task requires you to complete the skeleton code in the indicated section (lines 74 to
131). Please read through the comments throughout the code and study its structure, as it
can give hints on how to complete this file successfully. Do not modify any other part of the
code unless it is absolutely necessary. Your code should work for any number of actuators,
account for both revolute and prismatic actuators, and obey the output variable structure
described in the comments. This code with work for both floating-point values and symbolic
variables.

Test your code against examples given in the lectures, tutorials and textbook. Your code
should work with symbolic inputs without modification!

Task 2.2) Calculate and plot the actuator torques for the task space trajectory
generated in Task 1.3. Plot the torque in Nm. Tip: This task is like Task 1.3, except that
you now need to also calculate joint acceleration at each step.

Assumptions
● All joint velocities and accelerations at end time are zero.
● All point masses are located at the end of each link, measured in their respective link

frames (in m):
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● The weight of the mass centres (in kg) are
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● There are no external forces and torques applied at the end-effector.
● The base of the robot is not rotating.

Gravity
To simulate gravity, the acceleration of the base of the robot should be non-zero. Define this
vector to be in world vertical axis. Refer to Figure 1 to assist you in defining this vector. The
gravity vector should be measured in the same frame as the reference frame in your first
incremental transformation matrix. For example, if your first transformation matrix is ,10𝑇
then gravity should be measured in the {2,0} frame. If you have given , then gravity1𝑊𝑇
should be measured in the {W}orld frame. If you require , then use L.Bioloid.T_W_.2, 0𝑊𝑇
Refer to the model documentation on its usage.

Figure 1. Frame assignments for Bioloid (right side).

Part 3: Dynamics Analysis Case Study
Now that we have all the tools to calculate joint effort for given trajectory, we can now use
this in a scenario typically seen by engineers during the design of a robot. The Bioloid robot
comes equipped with AX-12A servos in all its joints. It is capable of delivering enough
torque to meet the needs of the robot under normal circumstances, such as walking and
dancing. However, in this part, we will see if the servos in the Bioloid’s right can lift a 190 g
payload, utilising the trajectory generated in Task 1.3.

Task 3.1) Calculate and plot the actuator torques for the task space trajectory
generated in Task 1.3 with the 190 g point load at the end-effector. Plot the torque in
Nm. Tip: This task is like Task 2.2, except for one simple modification to the model
assumptions which allows modelling of the additional 190 g point load.

Task 3.2) The Dynamixel AX-12A servos have a 0.3 Nm “stable” load where if
exceeded, servo maximum velocity and acceleration may be compromised. Based on
the torque plots generated in Task 3.1, comment whether the AX-12A servos can drive
a 190 g point load with the given trajectory.

Task 3.3) Observe the magnitudes of the effort at the end of the trajectory (from Task
3.1).  Explain why you see this magnitude of values.

Task 3.4) Without modifying the point load, propose a solution in which all the via
points are still visited without exceeding the servo’s 0.3 Nm stable load. Tip: There are
multiple solutions to this problem.

http://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/dxl/ax/ax-12a/


Task 3.5) What is the maximum payload of the end-effector before the servos enter
current protection (shut down)? Express this load in kilograms. Tip: State your
assumptions, based on the specifications of the AX-12A servos.

Lab Report Requirements.
A formal lab report (i.e. Aim, Method, Results, Conclusion) is not required. Your report
simply needs to have addressed the bolded tasks outlined throughout the lab instructions. A
summary is as follows:

● Task 1.1) Provide the completed skeleton code VelProp.m.
● Task 1.2) Provide end-effector velocity plots, and state which frame this

velocity is measured in.
● Task 1.3) Provide end effector velocity plot from velocity propagation, and

comments between this and plot given in Task 1.2.
● Task 2.1) Provide the completed skeleton code DynamicsNE.m.
● Task 2.2) Provide the actuator torque plot.
● Task 3.1) Provide the actuator torque plot.
● Task 3.2) Provide comments on the result of Task 3.2.
● Task 3.3) Provide comments on the result of Task 3.1 and Task 3.2.
● Task 3.4) Provide a description of a proposed solution.
● Task 3.5) Provide an answer to this question with assumptions.

Please also submit VelProp.m and DynamicsNE.m found in the ‘functions’ folder, and any
other m-files used in each task. Your final submission should include a pdf of your lab
report and any requested MATLAB files. Please refer to Moodle for submission details
including date and location.

http://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/dxl/ax/ax-12a/

